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30th September 2020 
 
Dear Parent/Carer, 
 
Since returning to school at the beginning of September, all children have taken part in some dedicated ‘circle times’. 
In all circle time sessions we have worked with our pupils to establish ground rules, create a safe space to develop 
both social and emotional aspects of learning and encourage children to confidently share their ideas, values and   
attitudes without fear of negative feedback from their peers. Within circle time, opportunities are provided to teach 
explicit learning skills; concentrating, looking, listening, thinking and speaking. Each session aims to problem solve, 
with children sharing and developing their own strategies to address issues raised. 
 
Although the children have returned to school extremely well, we aware aware that it has been a big transition for 
them. Advice for schools at this time has been to help children know that school is a safe place for them to be, to 
support children in facing their worries, to scaffold and support relationships and to give them space and time to talk 
about their emotions. Circle time is a great vehicle for this. 
 
Through circle time sessions, class teachers are able to deal with potentially sensitive subjects in a safe and secure 
learning environment. As well as respond to issues raised through the media, playtimes, current events or class 
specific issues. Some of the topics that already have and will be addressed through circile time include making new 
friends, following rules/new rules, independence, teamwork and resilience, managing change, loss and empathy. 
 
In addition to circle time, staff members will ensure opportunities are provided for children to ask questions or talk 
to a trusted adult away from their peers. As a school we are referring to this as ‘Time to talk’. 
 
As we move forward through the academic year, circle time will be integrated into PSHE lessons as well as used 
discretely to address specific issues and respond more immedietly to any class, school or global matters and changes 
as and when they occur. 
 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
Miss Townhill 
PSHE Subject Leader 
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